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· ' Symphony No :·103 in E-flat major, "Drum Roll' : 
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.·~ 
Adagid=--Allegro con spirito 
A~dante piu tosto allegretto 
'Menuet 
. Finale: Allegro con spirito 
-Intermission-
Syrrtp,hony in Three Movements (1945) 
!J , 
Tintagel 
PROGRAM NOTES 
Symphony No. 103 
l t•. 
Franz Joseph Haydn 
. (1732-1809) 
., , ,r ' . 
Igor . Stravinsky 
.,· (1882-1971) 
t '! f ; 
. f•., 
.-Arnold Bax · 
(11383-1953) 
Symphony No . 103 was completed early in 1795 and performed on March 2nd of 
that year . It begins with a roll on the drum, hence its name, the "Drum Roll" 
Symphony. This symphony is a good example of Haydn's use of folk melodies in his 
compositions . For ·example, the second theme of the first movement is based on a 
Croatian folk melody, which is presented in various tempi. The second movement is 
. a"l"SO based on two Croatian songs. Technically, this movement is a set of double 
variations. Particularly interesting is the variation of the major theme; With' a violin solo 
which was undoubtedly played by Haydn's friend Solomon. 
The minuet is a short but intense movement whose real impad is fouhd in the 
second strain where the modulation to E-flat minor casts a kind of hazy twilight over the 
preceding strain. There is a romantic 'warmth about the trio, whose rriood perfectly 
complements that of the minuet itself . 
The last movement, which is also based on a Croatian folk song, opens with a short 
introductory phrase played by the horns. This phrase recurs throughout the mov 
as a counterpoint to the folk song melody . Especially interesting is the way Haydn 
utilizes the rhythm of the first five notes of the folk melody as the driving force of the 
entire movement. 
Symphony in Three Movements 
The Symphony in Three Movements was composed betw ee n 1942 and 1945. It was 
commissioned by the New York Philharmonic Symphony Society , with whom the first 
performance took place in New York, in January 1946, the compo ser conducting . The 
following comments are by Stravins!<y; 
''The Symphony was written under the impression of world events . I will not say 
that it expresses my feelings about them, but only that, without participati9n ,o( _what 
I think of as my will, they excited my musical imagination . And the impressi ons that 
activated me wer~ not general, or ideological, but specific : each episode in the 
symphony is linked in my imagination with the specific cinematogtaphic 
impression of the war. 
The third movement even contains the genesis of a war plot, though I accepted it 
as such only after the composition was completed . The beginning of the movement 
:s partly and in some inexplicable way a musical reaction to the newsreels and 
documentaries I had seen of goose-stepping soldiers . The square march beat, the 
brass-band instrumentation, the grotesqu e crescendo in the tuba, these are all 
related to those abhorrent pictures .. .in spite of contrasting episodes such as the 
canon for bassoons, the march music predominates until the fugue which ·is the 
stasis and the turning point . The immobility at the beginning of this fugue is comic, 
I think-and so, to me, was the overturning arrogance of the Germans when their 
machine failed . The exposition of the fugu e and the end of the Symphony are 
associated in my plot with the rise of the Allies, and the final, rather too commertial, 
D-flat sixth chord-instead of the expect ed C- in some way tokens my extra 
exuberance in the Allied triumph ... The first movement was likewise inspired by a 
war film, this time of scorched earth tactics in China. The middle part of the 
movement was conceived as a series of instrumental conversations to accompany a 
series of cinematographic scenes showing the Chinese people scratching and 
digging in their fields ... " 
Tintag~l . 
; , 
Thougq ~etaiJing no definite programme, this work js intended to evoke a tone-
picture of ~he. ca!jtle-crowned cliff of Tintagel, and more particularly the wide distances 
of the A,tlantic as ~n from tl;i~ clif_{s of.Con;iwall on a sunJly but not windless sum:mer 
day . In the .middle section of th~ J?iece, it may .be imagined that with the increasing 
tumult of the sea arise memories o( the histo~qll and legendary association oft he 
place, esp~ally those connected with King Arthur, King Mark, and Trist{am and 
lseult. Regarding the last named, it will be noticed that at .the climax of the more 
literary division of the work, there is a brief r_eference to one of the subjects of the first 
act of ''Tristram." 
-Arnold Bax 
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